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Chapter I 

What is AngularJS? 

AngularJS is an open-source javascript framework that was developed by Google inc. 

AngularJS using the Model-View-Controller (MVC) concept to make both development and 

testing easier. MVC concept was introduced in the 1970s as part of Smalltalk. After that, MVC 

became popular in many every desktop development environment where user interfaces were 

involved, such as C++, Java, Objective-C, etc. In web application with AngularJS, the parts that 

are included in the MVC is: 

 Model : Object properties. 

 Controller : Javascript classes. 

 View : Document Object Model (DOM). 

The uniqueness concept of AngularJS is Dependency Injection (DI) and Directives. 

Dependency Injection (DI) is the development style that create dependencies to our classes so the 

class can ask anything according to its needs. Next, Directives is the concept to write your 

templates as extended HTML. AngularJS use a powerful DOM transformation engine that lets 

you to extend HTML’s syntax. For example, the double-curly notation for data binding, ng-

controller syntax for specifying which controller oversees which part of the view, and ng-model, 

which binds an input to part of the model.  
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Get Started 

You can download AngularJS library and learn from the tutorial at https://angularjs.org/. 

The defaults (usually a minified version) will be for the latest stable version. You will see a pop 

up dialog to download AngularJS library after click the Download button, as follows: 

 

 

Then, you can include AngularJS library in your HTML file. To get started, you can print 

“Hello World”  template in index.html, as follows: 

 

https://angularjs.org/
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Here’s the result in any browser: 

 

There are some interesting things in the code: 

 No classes or IDs to identify the element that are attached by the event listeners. 

 No event listeners or callbacks that are registered or written when firstController set 

the greeting.text value. 

 The $scope object that firstController needed without having to create it.  

 We didn’t have to call the HelloController’s constructor ourselves, or figure out when 

to call it. 

From the previous result, it should be clear that Angular application have many different 

structure than plain web applications. In the next chapter, we will discuss about how AngularJS 

work and its structure. 
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Chapter II 

The Structure of AngularJS  

Directives 

One of the best parts of AngularJS is that you can extend HTML’s syntax. AngularJS has 

many directives that help us define the view for our web application. Not  only that, You can also 

write your own to extend HTML’s template to do anything you want. Here’s the example: 

 

 

 

Here’s the result when you click first button: 
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Let’s learn this code from the top: 

 ng-app 

The ng-app attribute tells AngularJS which parts of the page it should manage.  

 ng-controller 

The ng-controller attribute manage areas of the page with JavaScript classes called 

controllers. This controller will be executed when the page loads. 

 ng-repeat = ‘item in items’ 

The ng-repeat copy the DOM inside the element in an array called items. On every copy 

of the element, it will also set a  property named item to the current element. The ng-

repeat also have an index of the current element with $index. 

 {{item.title}} 

{{ }} insert the value of a variable into the element and keep it in synchronized 

automatically. 

 ng-click 

The ng-click will execute the event or function after user has clicked the element. 

 $scope 

$scope used to bind dummy data with the elements in UI. 

 ng-show 

ng-show used to show or hide the elements in UI. 
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Data Binding 

Data Binding is the programming style that declare which parts of the UI map to which 

properties and have them synchronized automatically. Expressions is another name of data 

binding in AngularJS. Expressions is written inside double braces: {{ expression }}. AngularJS 

expressions binds data to HTML and print its value exactly where the expression is written. 

Here’s the example: 

 

Here’s the result when you are typing “Test AngularJS”: 
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Form Inputs 

You can work with using form element in AngularJS. For example, let’s create a simple 

money converter application to convert Rupiah value to Dollar and Yen: 

 

Here’s the result when user fill in a value in Rupiah textbox: 
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Hiding And Showing Directives 

For menus and many other cases, showing and hiding UI elements is a key feature. 

Therefore, ng-show and ng-hide directive will do our work. They will show or hide the element 

based on the expression that is passed to them. Here’s the example: 
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Here’s the result when user click “Toggle Menu” button: 

 

CSS Directives 

Angular provides the ng-class and ng-style directives. Each of them needs an expression 

value. The result of evaluating this expression can be one of the following: 
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• A string representing space-delimited class names. 

• An array of class names. 

• A map of class names to boolean values. 

Here’s the example: 

 

Here’s the result when user click all checkbox: 
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Filter AngularJS 

Filter allows you to declare how to transform data to the user with filter feature. The filter 

syntax in AngularJS is: 

{{ expression | filterName : parameter-1 :  … parameter-N }} 

You also can create your own filter, for example, we want to replace all vocal character 

with “o”. Here’s the code: 

 

Here’s the result: 
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Chapter III 

Advanced Topics of AngularJS  

Synchronized Model with $watch 

$watch is a directive that active when parts of your model change. $watch component is 

consisting of three parts, such as: 

 watchFn 

This parameter return the current value of the model that you want to watch. This 

expression will be executed repeatedly. If you’ve passed in an Angular expression in a 

string, it will be evaluated against objects available to the scope it’s called on. 

 watchAction 

This is the function or expression to be called when the watchFn changes. In the function 

form, it receives the new and old values of watchFn as well as a reference to the scope. 

Its signature is function(newValue, oldValue, scope). 

 deepWatch 

This optional boolean parameter tells Angular to examine each property in an array or 

properties in an object instead of just a simple value. 

For example, let’s create a simple shopping cart with discount rule. The rule is if total 

price greater than 300, then user get 50% discount of total price. if total price greater than 300, 

then user get 10% discount of total price. Moreover, user won’t get discount. Here’s the 

example: 
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Here’s the result: 

 

Changing Views with Routes 

In website, we as the web programmer usually have multiple sub-page views that will be 

displayed or hide when specific event is occurred. We can use Angular’s $route service to 

manage this problem for us. $route will load and display a template by the given URL and 

instantiate a controller to provide context for the template. You create routes in your application 

by calling functions on the $routeProvider service as a configuration block. Here’s the syntax: 

var someModule = angular.module('someModule', [...module dependencies...]) 

someModule.config(function($routeProvider) { 

$routeProvider. 

when('url', {controller:aController, templateUrl:'/path/temp'}). 

when(...other mappings for your app...). 

… 

otherwise(...what to do if nothing else matches...); 

)}; 

When the URL is changed, then AngularJS will load the template in '/path/temp', and 

associate it with aController. The otherwise() is used to tell the route where to go if nothing else 

matches. 
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For example, let’s build a simple email app that displays a list of email messages with 

date, title, and sender information. It will show the detail of message when user clicked it. First, 

we create the main template with ng-view directives to show the desired views, as follows:  

 

Next, we will create the list template with ng-repeat to iterate through a list of messages 

and render them into a table, as follows: 

 

Next, we will create the detail template that explain the subject, sender, date, and 

recipient of the email, as follows: 
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Last, we will create app.js with $routeProvider as follows: 
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Here’s the result: 

 

The result when user clicked “Test Email Part 1”: 
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Get Data From Server 

Real apps usually talk to real servers, like Cloud etc. Real servers usually will return and 

request data in JsON or other format. Angular provides a service called $http. It has an extensive 

list of abstractions that make it easier to talk to servers. It supports HTTP, JsON, and others, so 

you can easily transform the request and response data, and it even implements simple caching. 

Here are the example in ListController if you use $http to get data from JsON file: 

 

And the JsON file is formed in a format as follows: 
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Extend Your Desired HTML Syntax with Directives 

Directives extend HTML syntax is the way to associate behavior and DOM 

transformations with custom elements and attributes. Through them, you can create reusable UI 

components, configure your application, and do almost anything else you can imagine wanting to 

do in your UI template. This is what distinguishes AngularJS and other HTML templating, like 

jQuery Template and JsView. Here’s the directives overview: 

var myModule = angular.module(...); 

myModule.directive('namespaceDirectiveName', function factory(injectables) { 

var directiveDefinitionObject = { 

restrict: string, 

priority: number, 

template: string, 

templateUrl: string, 

replace: bool, 

transclude: bool, 

scope: bool or object, 

controller: function controllerConstructor($scope, 

$element, 

$attrs, 

$transclude), 

require: string, 

link: function postLink(scope, iElement, iAttrs) { ... }, 

compile: function compile(tElement, tAttrs, transclude) { 

return { 

pre: function preLink(scope, iElement, iAttrs, controller) { ... }, 

post: function postLink(scope, iElement, iAttrs, controller) { ... } 
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} 

} 

}; 

return directiveDefinitionObject; 

}); 

Here’s the description of important option: 

 restrict 

In AngularJS, restrict is used to specify that your directives will be registered as an 

element, attribute, class or comment. Here’s the description table for restrict option: 

Character Declaration Style Example 

E Element <my-example title=testing></my-example> 

A Attribute <div title=my-example></div> 

C Class <div class=my-example:testing></div> 

M Comment <!-- directive: my-example testing--> 

 Template 

In AngularJS, you can use $templateCache to load the templates and save in the browser 

cache. To load the templates, you can use $http or other ways. Here’s the example: 
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And here’s the result: 

 

 

 Transclude 

Transclude is used to move the original content within the new template if its value is set 

to true. You can do this with ng-transclude directive.  Here’s the example: 
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 Compile or Link? 

Compile is referenced to compile phase, where it will identify all the registered directives 

and call the compile function if it exists. Otherwise, Link is referenced to link phase, where it 

will execute link function for each instance of directive and synchronized it at any time. Usually 

link function is used when ng-repeat or similar directive is executed. This is because link 

function will be compiled once, then link it. In contrast to compile where the compile process 

will be executed on each ng-repeat iteration.  

 

 Scopes in Directive 

You can access a scope from your directive to watch and change model values when 

specific event is occurred. There are 3 types of scope in directives: 

1. The existing scope. The syntax is scope:false. 

2. The new scope that inherits all the values in its parent scope. This scope will be 

shared with other directives that request its value. The syntax is scope:true. 
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3. The isolate scope that inherits no properties from its parent. Usually it’s used to 

separate the operation from its parent. The syntax is scope: { /* attribute names and 

binding style */ }. 

 

For example, we will create a program that will do the text swap operation when user 

click specific element in your DOM. We will use the isolate scope in this example. Here’s the 

code: 
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Here’s the result when user click the swap text element: 

 

 

In concluson, we can learn that AngularJS is really useful and create a new concept of 

MVC in client side scripting. Its DOM transformation engine that extend desired HTML’s syntax 

is make development and testing easier. In the end, I apologize if there was a mistake in my 

training module. Thank you so much and see you next time. 
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